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I. Introduction. Let A, Bi, B2, C be fields such that CC£iC4 and

CC£îG4, and suppose that 4 is a finite and normal extension of C. Then

it is known that the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) If <pi is an isomorphism of Bi into 4 leaving the elements of C fixed,

t — 1, 2, and cpi\ Bi(~\B2 = <p2\Bir\B2 then there exists an automorphism*of 4

which is a common extension of <pi and <p2.

(2) Bi and B2 are linearly disjoint over BiC\B2.

(2')  (£i, B2)~Bi®BmB2B2.

(2")   [(£i, B2) : BiC\B2] = [Si: BiC\B2] ■ [B2: BiC\B2].

Moreover, if £x and £2 are normal extensions of C then the above condi-

tions are satisfied.

The main purpose of this paper is to give some theorems of this type for

division rings and simple rings with minimum condition. First we consider the

case where 4, B\, B2, C are simple rings with minimum condition, 4 is a

Galois(2) extension of C, 5i and B2 are regular subrings(3) of 4 containing

C, and the center Z(4) of 4 is infinite. Then we prove (Theorem 1) that if

(1) is satisfied then

(3) the centralizer of BiC\B2 in 4 is equal either to the centralizer of £i,

or to the centralizer of B2.

Moreover, if £i and B2 are normal extensions of C then (1) is equivalent

to (3) (Theorem 2), and 4 = (£x, B2) and (1) imply (2") (Corollary 3).

Next we consider the case where 4, Bi, B2, C are division rings, 4 is a

finite and normal extension of C, £i and £2 are two division rings between

C and A and the center of 4 is infinite. Then we prove (Theorem 3) that (1)

is equivalent to the conjunction of (2) and (3). As a consequence, we obtain

that if £i and B2 are normal over C and 4 = (731, £2) then (1) implies (2'),

where the sign « occurring in condition (2') is interpreted as an isomorphism

of double (731; £2)-modules.

In the next part we consider the analogous question for derivations.

Finally, in the last part, we prove the following theorem(4): Let A, B, C

Received by the editors June 16, 1960.

(') This paper is a doctoral dissertation written at the University of California under the

direction of Professor Gerhard P. Hochschild.

(2) See p. 471 for definition.

(3) See p. 471 for definition.

(4) For analogous result for division rings (without assumption that A is a finite extension

of C) see Theorem 1 p. 186 in [12].
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be simple rings with minimum condition, let C be a regular subring of A, and

let B be between C and A. Moreover, suppose that the center of A is infinite.

If B is carried into itself by every inner automorphism belonging to G(A/C)(b)

then either B contains the centralizer of C in A or every inner automorphism

belonging to G(A/C) leaves the elements of B fixed. As a consequence of this

result, we obtain a characterization of vl-normal(6) extensions of C.

In conclusion, the author would like to express his warmest thanks to

Professor Gerhard P. Hochschild for his advice and encouragement in the

preparation of this paper.

2. Throughout this paper, P, R will denote rings with an identity element.

By a subring of a ring with an identity element we mean a subring that con-

tains this identity element.

Let C be a simple subring of R with minimum condition. Then we shall

often consider R as a left C-module. It is known(7) that this C-module is

free and has a well defined dimension over C. The dimension will be denoted

by [R: C], We shall say that R is a finite extension of C if this C-module

is finite dimensional, i.e., if [R: C] < oo.

If aER then ar denotes the mapping of R into R defined by the equation

ar(x) =xa, for every xER- If 5 is a subset of R then Sr denotes the set of all

mappings ar, for aES. Similarly, at denotes the mapping defined by a¡(x)

= ax, for every xER, and Si, where SER, denotes the set of all mappings a¡,

where aES. If Si and S2 are two subsets of R then Si-¿^ denotes the set of all

elements of the form Sx-s2, where SiESi, lor i=l, 2, and (Sx, S2 denotes the

subring of R generated by SiUS2).

R* denotes the set of all units of R. Z(R, C) denotes the centralizer of C

in R. The center of R will be denoted by Z(R). If a is a unit of R then 7„

denotes the automorphism of R defined by the equation Ia(x) =axa~1, for

every xER- G(R/C) denotes the group of all automorphisms of P leaving the

elements of C fixed. Let Gx be a subgroup of G(R/C). Then Rai denotes the

set of all elements aER such that, for every cpEGx, 0(a) =a. G\ denotes the

subgroup of d consisting of all inner automorphisms belonging to Gx- R(Gx)

denotes the subring of R generated by the invertible elements aER such that

IaEGi. We say that Gx is complete if, for every invertible element aER(Gi),

IaEGi. R is called a normal extension of C if C = RG(AIC).

In the sequel, letters A, 73i, B2, C, D will denote simple rings with mini-

mum condition.

(i) Let C be a subring of A. Let cr«,, • • • , <r„ be elements of G(A/C) such

that G(A/C)°as5¿G(A/C)0o-t, when s^t, and let zit ■ ■ ■ , zm be elements of A

that are linearly independent over Z(A). Then (zi)¡cti, • • ■ , (z,)iOj, • • ■ ,

(zm)iOn are linearly independent over Ar.

(6) See definition below.

(6) See p. 471 for definition.

(7) See e.g. p. 53 in [3].
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Proof. Suppose that (zi)¡<7i, ■ • • , (z,-)¡0¿, • • ■ , (zm)i0n are linearly de-

pendent over 4r. Let k + 1 be the minimal number of nonzero coefficients in

the nontrivial 4r-linear relations among the (zi)iOj. Then there exist a,y£4,

i=l, ■ ■ ■ , m, j = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, such that XXiZXi (a>y)r(z,)¡ov = 0, where
a,j = 0 for all but k+1 pairs (i, j). We may assume that an^O. Since 4 is a

simple ring, the two-sided ideal 4cn4 coincides with 4 and there are elements

xp> Vp> P — 1» • ' • i <Z> xv, yp E A such that 2?=i xvanyp = 1, whence

jyp=i(yp)r(aii)r(xp)r=lr. Multiplying the relation £,-,,(a,y)r(z,)j<r, = 0 by

(yP)r from the left and by (afK*?)^ from the right and summing for

p=l, • ■ • , q we obtain the relation 2,-,y (b>i)r(zi)io~j = 0, where P,y£4,

¿»n=l and bij7¿0 for exactly k + 1 pairs (i, j). Let aEA. Then we have

Jli,,ar(bij)r(zi)i(Tj = 0 and £(l} (o¿>)r(2¿)¡<rJ(ar1(a))r = 0, i.e.,

£ (¿íi)r((T^r1(íl))r(2»)¡0'y =  0.
ij

Subtracting this from the previous relation we obtain 2»'.i (ca)r(zi)iO'j = 0,

where Cij = bija — <jjOTi{a)0ij and the number of pairs (*, j) for which c.y^O is

less than k + 1 since Cri = 0. Hence, we obtain, by the minimality of k+1, that

Cij = 0, for all i = l, • ■ ■ , m, j=l, ■ ■ ■ , n. Thus b^a—<rJoT1(a)o,J = 0. This

shows that b¡jA=Abij, and, since 4 is simple, we may conclude that each

bn is either 0 or a unit. Therefore, if ¿»¿y^O then <t¡g7l = i»w and so j = 1, since

G(A/Q°a,?¿G(A/C)0o~t. when s^/. Hence we may label the z¿ so that there

are nonzero elements bnEA, i=l, ■ ■ • ,k + l, such that X)*íí (b a) r(zi)iO i = 0

and èn=l, i.e., (si)j+ EÍ¿a (bn),(zi)i*=0. Now let a £4*. Then arK*) ¡Or
+ Xi=21ar1(ô.i)rar(zt)i = 0 and so (zi)i+]C*¿l! (aoiia-1)r(z,)¡ = 0. Subtracting

the last relation from (zi)¡+ ^Ciís (&¿i)r(z,)¡ = 0, we obtain

k+1

X) (o.i - aô<ia-1)r(zi)i = 0.
i=2

By the minimality of k + 1, this implies bu = abna~l. Hence 0¿i£Z(4), be-

cause 4* generates 4. Therefore*, (zi)¡ + ^Íí2 (&*i)i(s»)i = 0 and so

Zi+ ^2it2 bnZi = 0. This gives a contradiction, because we have supposed that

the Zi are linearly independent over Z(A). Thus the theorem is proved(8).

The following is well known(9):

(ii) Let C be a subring of 4 and let [4 ; C] < oo. Let £(4 : C) be the ring

of all endomorphisms of the C-module 4. Then [£(4 ; C) : 4r] = [4 : C].

Combining (i) and (ii) we obtain

(iii) Let C be a subring of 4 and let [4 : C] < oo. Then [ZiA, C):ZiA)]

•[G(4/C):G(4/C)°]á[4:C]<oc. In particular, [ZiA, C):Z(4)]<oc.

Remark. We shall prove later(10) that if a ring £ with the identity element

(8) The proof is patterned after a proof of a theorem of G. Hochschild.

OSeee.g. p. 55 in [3].
(I0) See Lemma 2.
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1 contains an infinite field F such that [R: F] < °° then every element of R

can be represented as a sum of units. Hence it follows from (iii) that if Z(A)

is infinite than Z(A, C) = R(G(A/C)).

Let C be a subring of A. Then C is called a regular subring of A if C is

simple with minimum condition, [A : C] < » and Z(A, C) is simple.

A subgroup Gx of G(A/C) is said to be regular if: (1) d is complete,

(2) [Gi: G?] < oo and (3) R(Gi) is simple and [R(&) : Z(A) ] < oo.

A is called a Galois extension of a subring P il AGUIP) — P and G(A/P) is

regular.

(iv)(n) If Gi is a regular group of automorphisms of A then AGl is a regu-

lar subring of A, and [4: ¿c>]= [&: G?] • [P(d) : Z(A)]. Hence if 4 is a

Galois extension of P then P is a regular subring of A.

Remark. It follows from (iv) that if [Z(A, C) : Z(A) ] ■ [G(A/C) : G(A/Q°]
= [.4 : C] and G(A/C) is regular then C — AG(-AIC) and hence is a regular sub-

ring of A. One can also prove that if [A: C) = [Z(A, C): Z(A)]

■[G(A/C): G(A/C)°], which is equivalent to the assumption that A is a

strongly normal(12) extension of C, then C is "close" to being regular; namely,

Z(A, C) is then a direct sum of mutually isomorphic simple rings.

Let CC23 C^4 be successive finite extensions of C. If <pEG(A/Q then <p\ B

denotes the restriction of 0 to 73. If Gi is a subgroup of G(A/C) then Gi|73

denotes the set of all elements of the form <p\ B where 0GGi. Let 23 be a regular

subring of A. Then G(B, A/C) denotes the set of all isomorphisms 0 of B

into A leaving the elements of C fixed and such that 0(23) is a regular subring

of A. It is easy to see that if \pEG(A/C) then \¡/\BEG(B, A/C).
B is called an A -normal extension of C if for every <pEG(A/C) <p(B) =73.

Let Bx and 732 be extensions of C and let A be an extension of Pi and 732.

If 0iGG(73i, A/C), faEG(B2, A/C) then an element <t>EG(A/C) is called an
extension of the pair (0i, 02) if 0|Pi = 0i and 0|232 = 02. The pair (fa, fa) is

called compatible if 0i|PinP2 = 02|PinP2.

In the sequel we shall use the following theorems:

(v)(13) Fundamental Theorem of Galois Theory. Let A be a Galois ex-

tension of C. Let SI be the collection of all regular subgroups of G(A/C) and let

58 be the collection of all regular subrings of A containing C. Then there exists

the usual 1-1 correspondence between 21 and 59. 7m the direction from St to 58, we

have Gi-^AGl; in the other direction, we have B-^>G(A/B).

(vi)(14) Let A be a Galois extension of C and let B be a regular subring be-

tween C and A. Then every isomorphism <pEG(B, A/C) has an extension

tEG(A/C).

(!1) See Theorem 1, p. 282 in [14].

C2) See p. 277 in [14] for definition.

(13) See Theorem 5, p. 285, in [14].

(») See Theorem 6, p. 285, in [14],
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Lemma 1. Let A be a Galois extension of C and let Pi, B2 be regular subrings

between C and A. The following three conditions are equivalent:

(a) G(A/B2)\Bi = G(Bi, A/BiC\B2).
(b) every compatible pair (fa, fa), where 0iGG(73¿, A/C), for i=l, 2, has

an extension <f>EG(A/C).

(c) G(A/BiC\B2) = G(A/B2)-G(A/Bi).

Proof. (a)=>(b). Let us take 0i and fa as in (b). It follows from (vi) that

there exists faEG(A/C) such that \j/2\B2 = fa. Let us put y=\p2~1fa. Then
7GG(Pi, A/BiC\B2) and it follows from (a) that there exists ypEG(A/B2)

such that 0| Bi = y. Now i£2i£| Pi=i/'20r10i| Pi=0i| Pi and i/^l B2=fa\ B2 = fa.
Hence \p2\f/ is an extension of (0i, 02).

(b)=>(c). Let (pEG(A/Bir\B2). It follows from (b) that there exists an

automorphism \pEG(A/BiC\B2) such that \¡/\ P2=0| P2 and i¿| Pi is the iden-

tity automorphism of Pi. Now <p = (<pyp-l)yp, <j>yp-lEG(A/B2), ypEG(A/Bx).

Thus <pEG(A/B2)-G(A/Bi).
(c)=>(a). It follows from (c) that G(A/BiC\B2) \ Bx = G(A/B2)G(A/Bi) | Bi

= G(A/B2)\Bi. But by (vi) G(¿/Pir\f32)|Pi = G(Pi, A/BiC\B2), whence

G(A/B2)\Bx = G(Bx, A/BiC\B2).
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the lemma:

Corollary 1. Let A, Blt B2, C be as in Lemma 1. If G(A/B2)\Bx

= G(Pi, A/BxC\B2) then G(A/Bx)\B2 = G(B2, A/BiC\B2).

Let F be a finite dimensional vector space over a field F. If 5 is a subset

of V then 5 denotes the smallest algebraic subset of F containing 5.

Lemma 2. Let R be a ring with an identity element, let F be an infinite field

contained in R and suppose that [R: F] < oo. Let us consider R as a left vector

space over F. Then (R*)~ = R.

Proof. Let d be the function on R defined by d(a) =det(or). Then d is

evidently a polynomial function on R, and the elements of R* are precisely

the elements a such that d(a) =^0. Now let p be a polynomial function vanish-

ing on R*. Then dp = 0. Since d¿¿0, this gives p = 0. Thus the ideal associated

with R* is the 0-ideal, whence (R*)~ = R.

Lemma 3. Let R be a finite dimensional algebra over an infinite field F. Let

{ Vj, Wj}j=i,...,n be a family of pairs of F-vector spaces contained on R. If

R = U"=i (VjWj)~ then there exists an index j0, such that either dim Fy0

>2"1dimFP or dim Wj,>2~i dimF P.

Proof. Let Tj=(VjW,)~, pj = dim Vj, <»j = dim Wj. Then dim Tj^pj+qj

— 1. Indeed, let M, be a (pj— l)-dimensional F-vector subspace of Vj, let

ajE Vj, OjEMj and suppose that a¡+M¡ is the set of all elements of the form

üj + m, where mEMj. Then it is easy to see that Fy Wj = (a¡ + M,) • Wj

KJMj-Wj. Moreover (aj + M,) X W¡ and M¡X W¡ are (pj—l +q,) -dimensional
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algebraic subsets of FyX W¡, and the mapping/y from FyX Wj into £ defined

by the equality/,(x, y) =xy, for every xE V¡, yE Wj, is a polynomial mapping.

Hence dim £y„á£y+<Zy — 1.

Now let us suppose that £ = U"=i (VjWj)~ = \J"=1 Tj. Then there exists an

index jo such that £y0 = £, because £ is irreducible. Hence dinij?£ = dim £y0

èpjo+qjo—1- Let us suppose that £y0 = <ZjV Then dim*- R^2qJ0— K2ffy0,

hence ffy0>2_1 dimF £ and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 4. Let R be a finite dimensional algebra with the identity 1 over an

infinite field F. Let { C¡, D¡} y_i,... ,„, {d,} y=i,... ,n be a family of pairs of simple
rings with minimum condition between F and R, and a subset of R, respectively.

If £* = U"=1 CfDfdj then there exists an index jo, such that either £=Cy0 or

£ = £y0.

Proof. Let us suppose that £* = UjLi CfDfdj. Then, by Lemma 2,

£ = (£*)- = U;_, (Cy*£y*o-y)-CU;=i (Cy£yáy)-. But Cj and £ydy are £-vector

subspaces of £. Therefore, it follows from Lemma 3 that there exists an index

jo such that either [Cy0: £] = dimj? Cy0>2~1dimi'£=2~1[£: £] or dimF£y0-áy0

>2"1[£: £]. Hence either [Cy0: F]>2~i[R: £] or [£y0: £]>2-1[£: £]. But

[£: £] is divisible by [Cy0: £] and [£y0: £]. Therefore we get that either

[£:£]= [Cy0:£] or [£:£]= [£y0: £]. If [£:£] = [Cy0: £] then £=Cy0; if

[£:£] = [£y0: £] then £ = £,„. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 1. Let A be a Galois extension of C. Let B\, B2 be regular subrings

between C and A and suppose that ZiA) is infinite. If every compatible pair

i<bi, (pi), where (piEG(B¡, A/C), for i=l, 2, has an extension <i>EG(A/C) then

either ZiA, BiC\B2) = ZiA, Bx) or ZiA, BiC\B2)=Z(A, B2).

Proof. Let us suppose that every compatible pair i<f>u <f>2) where

cpiEGiBi, A/C), for i=l, 2, has an extension 0£G(4/C). Then it follows

from Lemma 1 that G(4/£in£2) = G(4/£2) -G(4/£i). Let {<p\, ■ • ■ , 0^.},

i=l, 2, be a set of representatives of the cosets of the subgroup GiA/Bi)0

in GiA/Bi). Then every automorphism \piEGiA/Bi), i=l, 2, can be repre-

sented in the form L^, where lújiíkmi, and c,-£Z(4, Bi)*. For every j,

1 ̂ j^m2, there exists at most one integer k, 1 ¿k^m2, such that <$<p\ is an

inner automorphism. Indeed, if <$4>li and «AyV^ are inner then also i<p2<p\i)~l<$<p\

is inner. But i<p2(p\i)~'i(p2j4>1H= i<p\i)~l<p\\, hence ki = k2. Therefore we may sup-

pose that the only inner automorphisms of the form <p2<pl are the <p2<p), with

1 ájáí». For each such j choose cy£Z(4, BiC\B2)* such that 4>2<pj=ICj.

Let a£Z(4, 73ir\£2)*, then Ia can be represented in the form <p2<bi,

where (pi E GiA/Bi), for i = 1, 2, and hence in the form Ibcp2Ic(pl, where

b E ZiA, B2)*, cEZiA, £i)*, 1 g j g ms and 1 = k è nu. Therefore

Ia = IbI^.{C)(p2(pl and i?j(p\ is inner. Hence we get j = k and <p)<p\ = ICj. Thus every

element aEZiA, BiC\B2)* can be represented in the form bdc¡, where

bEZiA, B2)*, dEtfiZiA, Bi)*) and lújún. On the other hand, Z(4, 732)*
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■faj(Z(A, Bx)*)-CjEZ(A, Bif\B2)*, for every 1^/^m. Hence Z(A, BiC\B2)*
= \J],lZ(A, B2)*-faj(Z(A, Bi)*)-Cj. Now Z(A, BiC\B2) is a finite extension

of the infinite field Z(A) and, for every 0 G G(A/Bi (~\ B2) and

j=l, 2, <p(Z(A, Bi)) is a simple ring with minimum condition containing

Z(A). Hence it follows from Lemma 4 that either Z(A, Bi(~\B2)=Z(A, B2) or

Z(A, Bir\B2)=fa,(Z(A, Pi)) for some/. Since faEG(A/BiC\B2), the second
equality implies that Z(A, Bi(~\B2)=Z(A, Pi). Therefore we conclude that

either Z(A, PiHP2) =Z(A, P2) or Z(A, BiC\B2) =Z(A, Pi) and the theorem
is proved.

Corollary 2. Let A be a Galois extension of C. Let Pi, B2 be two regular sub-

rings between C and A and suppose that Z(A) is infinite. If every compatible

pair (0i, 02), where <piEG(Bit A/C), for i= 1, 2, has an extension <bEG(A/C)

then either G(Bi/BxC\B2) or G(B2/Bi(~\B2) contains no nontrivial inner auto-

morphisms.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 1 that if the assumption of the corollary

is satisfied then either Z(A, Bii\B2)=Z(A, Pi) or Z(A, B1nB2)=Z(A, B2).

If Z(A, Bii\B2)=Z(A, Pi) then Z(Bh BiC\B2)=Z(Bi) and therefore

G(Pi/PinP2)° is trivial. Similarly, if Z(A, BiC\B2)=Z(A, B2) then

G(B2/Bi(~\B2)0 is trivial.

Lemma 5. Let CEPEBEA be successive extensions of C such that A is a

Galois extension of C, B is a regular subring of A and B is a normal extension of

P. If B EA G(-AIP) then P is a regular subring of A, B is an A-normal extension

of P, and G(B/P) is finite.

Proof. Let us suppose that BEAGUIP),>. Then G(B/P) contains no non-

trivial inner automorphism. Hence card(G(B/P)) = [G(B/C): G(B/C)"]. But

it follows from (iii) that [G(B/Q: G(B/C)°]è[B: C]. Thus G(B/P) is
finite, since [P: C] a [.4 : C]<oo. Hence G(B/P) is regular, and it follows

from (iv) that P is a regular subring of B. Since BEAGUIP>°, we have

Z(A, P)=Z(A, B), so that Z(A, P) is simple. As a regular subring of P, P

is simple with minimum condition. Also [A: P]^[A: C]< <», and we con-

clude that P is a regular subring of A.

Now let D=A g<-aip) Then D is an A -normal extension of P. Therefore,

in order to prove that P is an A -normal extension of P, it suffices to show that

P isaP-normal extension of P. D is a regular subring of A because D= A G<A/p>

= AGUIB) and G(A/B)° is regular. Moreover D is a Galois extension of P

and [P:P]=card(G(F»/P)). In fact, we see as above for G(B/P) that

G(D/P) is finite and contains no nontrivial inner automorphism, and DGI-DIP)

=AaW = P. Now D is a Galois extension of P and [D: P] = card(G(P/P)),

because P is a regular subring of D (B is a simple ring with minimum condi-

tion, [D: B] ^ [A : B] < oo and Z(D, B)=Z(D)). Next, B is a Galois extension

of P, since B is a normal extension of P and G(B/P) is finite and contains
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no nontrivial inner automorphism. Therefore [73: P] =card(G(73/P)). By

(vi), every element of G(£/£) is the restriction to B of an element of G(£/£).

Choose elements \pu ■ ■ ■ , \¡/ib-.p] in G(£/£) whose restrictions to B make up

the group G(£/£). Then the cosets i^¿G(£/73) are distinct, so that

Uiif1 iAiG(£/£) consists of [D:B]-[B:P]=[D:P] elements of G(£/£).

Hence G(£/£) = \J\B.P ̂,G(£/£). If 0GG(£/73) then </^(£) =h(B) =B.
Hence $(B) =B, for every ipEGiD/P), i.e., £ is a £-normal extension of P.

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.

Theorem 2. Let A be a Galois extension of C, and let B\, B2 be regular sub-

rings between C and A. Moreover, let us suppose that Bi and B2 are normal

extensions of Bir\B2, and ZiA) is infinite.

I. The following two conditions are equivalent, for i = l, 2.

(a¡) Bi is an A-normal extension of Bii^B2 and GiBi/BiC\B2) contains no

nontrivial inner automorphism.

(b¡) Z(4,£1n£2)=Z(4,£i)-

Moreover, if one of the conditions is satisfied then Bi(~\B2 is a regular subring

of A, and GiBi/BiC\B2) is finite.
II. The following three conditions are equivalent:

(a) (ai) or (a2),

(b) ih) or ib2),

(c) every compatible pair (¡bi, (bi), where 4>iEGiB{, A/C), for i=l, 2, has

an extension <j>EGiA/C).

Proof. I. (bi)=Ka¡). If Z(4, £!n£2) = Z(4, Bi) then GiBi/BiHBi) con-
tains no nontrivial inner automorphism and 73.C4cw/ftn») . Hence it

follows from Lemma 5 that £y is an 4-normal extension of Bii\B2, Bi(~\B2

is a regular subring of A and GiBi/B^Bi) is finite.

(a¡)=>(b¡). Let h be the map from G(4/£iH£2) into GiB¡/Bir\B2) de-

fined by hty) =\¡/\Bí, for every \pEGiA/BiC\B2). Then h is a homomorphism.

GiBi/BiC\B2) contains no nontrivial inner automorphism. Hence, it follows

from (iii) that, card(G(73¿/£iPi732)) ^ [G(73¿/C) : G(73¿/C)°] á [Bf. C] < ».
Therefore Ä(G(4/£i H £2)°) is also finite. But Ä(G(4/£i H £2)°)

«Z(4, £i/°\£2)*/Z(4, 73,-)*. Hence there exists a finite set {di, • ■ • , dn\

EZiA, Bif\B2) such that Z(4, Bif^B2)* = \}%, ZiA, Bi)*dj. ZiA, Bi) is a

simple ring with minimum condition and [Z(4, Bi!~\B2): ZiA)] < oo. Hence

the assumptions of Lemma 4 are satisfied for Cy = £y = Z(4, £,■), £ = Z(4),

R = ZiA, Bi(~\B2). Thus ZiA, Blr\Bt)=ZiA, Bi).
II. The implications (b)=>(a) and (c)=>(b) follow from the first part of

this theorem and Theorem 1, respectively. Hence it remains to prove that

(a¡) implies (c) for i — 1, 2.

Let us suppose that (oi) holds. Then GiBlt A/BXC\B2) =GiBl/Bi{~\B^,

since £i is an 4-normal extension of Bif~\B2. Now G(4/£2) |£i is a complete

subgroup of GiBi/BiC\B2), because G(£i/5iP\£2) does not contain any non-
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trivial inner automorphism. Hence G(.4/P2)|Pi is a regular subgroup of

G(Bi/BiC\B2), since it follows from the first part of the theorem that

G(Bi/Bi(~\B2) is finite. Moreover Balw^Bí = Aa^'^r\Bi = B1í\Bi. Hence

it follows from (v) that G(,4/P2)|Pi = G(Pi/Pir\r32). Therefore GG4/P2)|Pi
= G(Pi, A/BiC\B2) and hence, by Lemma 1, we obtain (c). Similarly, we

prove that (a2) implies (c). Thus (a) implies (c) and this completes the proof

of Theorem 2.

Corollary 3. Let A be a Galois extension of C and let Pi, P2 be regular sub-

rings between CandA. Moreover, let us suppose that Pi, P2 are normal extensions

of BiC\B2, Z(A) is infinite, and A = (231, B2).
If every compatible pair (fa, fa), where 0¿GG(Pt, A/C), for i=l, 2, has an

extension <pEG(A/C) then BiC\B2 is a regular subring of A[A:BiC\B2]

= [A : Pi] [A : P2], [A : Pi] = [P2: Pif\82] and [A : B2] = [Bx: PiHP2].

Proof. Let us suppose that every compatible pair (fa, fa), where

<piEG(Bi, A/C), for t=l, 2, has an extension 4>EG(A/C). Then it follows

from Theorem 2 that, either for i = 1 or else for i — 2, Z(A, Bi(~\B2) = Z(A, P.),

P, is an A -normal extension of Bif\B2 and G(Bi/BiC\B2) is finite and does not

contain any nontrivial inner automorphism. Let us suppose that this holds

for t = l. Then G(A/B2) contains no nontrivial inner automorphism. Indeed

Z(A, B2)EZ(A, BiC\B2)=Z(A, Pi), and so Z(A, B2)EZ(A, BX)C\Z(A, B2)

= Z(A, (Pi, P2)) = Z(A, A) =Z(A). Let h be the homomorphism of G(A/B2)

into G(Bx/BxC\B2) defined by h(fa=^\Bh for every ^EG(A/B2) (Bx is an
A -normal extension of BxC\B2; hence faBi E G(Bi/Bi(~\ B2) for every

xpEG(A/B2)). Then h(G(A/B2)) is a regular subgroup of G(Pi/P/Yr32), be-

cause G(Bi/Bi(~\B2) is finite and does not contain any nontrivial inner auto-

morphism. Moreover b"^™ = BGiWmBi =AG^iB^r\Bi = BxC\B2. Hence

h(G(A/B2)) =G(Bi/BiC\B2). But h is a monomorphism, since A = (Pi, P2).

Therefore, h maps G(A/B2) isomorphically onto G(Bi/Bi C\ P2) and

card(GG4/P2)) =card(G(Pi/PinP2)). By Theorem 2, Bx<~\B2 is regular in A.

Hence [A : PiP\P2], [Pi: PifYB2] and [P2: PiPiP2] are well defined and finite.

Moreover, [A:B2] = card(G(¿/P2)) = card(G(Pi/Pif\r32)) = [Pi:PinP2].

But [A : Pif\B2] = [A : Pi] • [Pt: Pi H P2] = [A : B2] [B2: Pi C\ B,]. Hence

[A: Bin B2] = [A: Bi][A: Bs], [A: Px] = [P2: Pi n P2] and [il: P2]

= [Bi:Bii\B2].

3. In the sequel, letters F, K, L, M, N will denote division rings. If F is a

division subring of K then the set of all P-linear endomorphisms of K will be

denoted by E(K; F).

Let FENEK be successive extensions of F. Then E(N, K; F) denotes

the set of all F-linear mappings of N into K. It is easy to see that G(N, K/F)

EE(N, K; F). UfEE(N, K; F), aEN and bEK then f-arEE(N, K; F) and
bT-fEE(N, K; F). Hence E(N, K; F) can be considered as a (K; A^-module.

The following easy result is recorded here for reference:
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(vii) Let K be a finite extension of £. Then

(a) £ is a regular subring of K,

(b) a subgroup Gi of G(£/£) is regular if and only if Gi is complete. In

particular G(£/£) is regular.

(c) £ is a Galois extension of £ if and only if £ is a normal extension of £.

The following theorem follows from (vi) and (vii) :

(viii)(16) Let K be a finite and normal extension of £ and let N be an ex-

tension of £ such that NEK. Every isomorphism <pEG(N, K/F) has an ex-

tension y¡/ E G(£/£).

Let Ni, N2 be two extensions of £ and let K be an extension of Ni and N2.

We shall say that Ni is linearly disjoint from 7V2 if every subset of TVi that

is left linearly independent over Nii~\N2 is also left linearly independent over

N2. If TVi is linearly disjoint from N2, and N2 is linearly disjoint from Ni, then

we say that Ni, N2 are linearly disjoint.

We shall use the following theorems.

(ix)(16) Let £ be a normal and finite extension of £. Then

(Kr, GiK/F)) = £(£; £).

(x) Let K be a normal and finite extension of £ and let TV be a subring of

£ containing F. If <f>, in, • • • , tnEG(N, K/F) and 0= ^w*, where
a'EK, then there exist j, (lújún), and an element aEZiK, F) such that

<¡> = Ia-i\¡/j.

The following proof of (x) is contained in the proof of Theorem 1 [12,

p. 162]:
It is easy to see that if \¡/EG(N, K/F) then Kr-^ is a simple (£; N)-

module; hence £'^1+ • • • +Kr^n is a completely reducible (£; A)-module

and Kr(pEKr\pi+ ■ ■ ■ +Kr^n implies that there exists j, 1 újún, such that

Kr<p is (£; A)-isomorphic to KTipj. Let us suppose that h is a (£; A)-isomor-

phism of Kr4> onto Ar^y and let hieb) =ar^y where aEK. Then for any xEA

we have

«r'r'yWr^y = ¿Wr-yXi- = h(4>)xr = hi<pxr) = hi<pix) r ■ 4>) = 4>ix)M4>) = <t>ix)rar-pj

and therefore i/'y(x)a = a0(x). Thus (p = ar1ar^j = Ia-ifj.

Lemma 6. Let K be a finite and normal extension of F and let Nh N2 be two

division rings between F and K. If G(K/N2)\ Ai = G(Ai, K/Nii~\N2) then Nu

N2 are linearly disjoint.

Proof. Let us suppose that G(£/A2)[ Ni = G(Nu K/Nii^N2). It follows

from (vii) and Corollary 1 that it suffices to prove that Ai is linearly disjoint

from N2. Let/ be any AifWü-linear mapping of TVi into K. By (ix) / can be

represented in the form XXi (afoi) | Nh where a*EK and (piEG(K/Ni(~\N2),

(«) Cf. Theorem 3, p. 66 in [5].

(")See [11] or [5].
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for *= 1, 2, •••,». It follows from our assumption that for every 0,-, i= 1, 2,

• • • , n, there exists an automorphism\¡/iEG(K/N2) such that<j>i\Nx=\pi\Nx.

Therefore/= XX i (ar\W I -Wi- Hence/can be extended to a AVlinear mapping

2?=i a^«- Thus we have shown that every (Nii\N2)-linear mapping of TVi

into K can be extended to an AVlinear mapping of K into K. Clearly, this

implies that 2Vi is linearly disjoint from N2.

Lemma 7. Let K be a finite and normal extension of F and let Nh N2 be

two division rings between F and K. If Ni is linearly disjoint from N2 and

Z(K, Ni(~\N2) =Z(K, N2) then G(Nh K/N1Í\NÍ)=G(K/N^\N1.

Proof. Let 0GG(A7i, K/NiC\N2). If Ni is linearly disjoint from N2 then
0 can be extended to an AVlinear mapping / of K into K. It follows from

(viii) that / can be represented in the form X"=i °r0<> where 4>iEG(K/N2)

and a*EK, for t= 1, • • • , n. Hence 0= ]C"=i aí(0t| Ni). It follows from (x)
that there exist an integer/, 1 ̂ j^n, and an element aEZ(K, NxC\N2) such

that 0 = 7o-(0y|Ai) = (7a0,)|A1. If Z(K, NxC\N2)=Z(K, N2), we have

hEG(K/N2), and hence IafaEG(K/N2). Thus <pEG(K/N2)\Ni and the
lemma is proved.

Theorem 3. Let Nu N2 be two finite extensions of F, and let K be an exten-

sion of Ni, N2, normal and finite over F, and suppose that Z(K) is infinite.

Every compatible pair (fa, 02), where 0,GG(A,-, K/F),for ¿=1,2, has an exten-

sion 0 G G(K/F) if and only if Ni, N2 are linearly disjoint and either
Z(K, Nif\N2)=Z(K, Ni) or Z(K, NXC\N2)=Z(K, N2).

Proof. If TVi, N2 are linearly disjoint and (e.g.) Z(K, NiC\N2)=Z(K, N2)

then it follows from Lemma 7 that G(NU K/Nií\N2)=G(K/N2)\ Ni. There-
fore, by Lemma 1, every compatible pair (0i, 02), where <f>iEG(Ni, K/F),

i=l, 2, has an extension <pEG(K/F).

Conversely, let us suppose that every compatible pair (fa, 02), where

faEG(Ni, K/F), lor i=l, 2, has an extension 0GG(2f/F). Then it follows
from Lemmas 1 and 6 that Ni, N2 are linearly disjoint, and from Theorem 1

and (vii) that either Z(K, Nií\N2)=Z(K, Ni) or Z(K, NiC\N2)=Z(K, N2).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Let N and M be two division subrings of K. Then we may consider K as

an (N; Jl7)-module. This module will be denoted by nKm.

Corollary 4. Let K, M, N be finite and normal extensions of F such that

K = (M, N). Let L — Mi~\N and suppose that Z(K) is infinite. If every com-

patible pair (0i, 02), where faEG(M, K/F), faEG(N, K/F), has an extension

4>EG(K/F) then the map f: mMl®l lNn, where f(Y,ï=i x¿®y.) = X!ï=i ̂ Cm

for every x,GM, yiEN, is an isomorphism of mMl®l lNn onto mKn.

Proof. Clearly,/is an (M; A)-homomorphism of mMl®l lNn into mKn.

Let bi, ■ • • , bn be a left 7-basis of N. Then it follows from Theorem 3 that,
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under the assumptions of our corollary, M and N are linearly disjoint.

Hence bi, • • • , b„ are left M-linearly independent. It follows that/ is a mono-

morphism and that the left dimension of /(mA7¿® l lN\) over M is equal to

n= [N: £]. Since M and N are normal over £, Corollary 3 and our assump-

tion imply that [A: M]= [N: L], Hence/ is an epimorphism, and therefore

an isomorphism of mMl®l lNn onto mKn.

4. Letters 4, B, B\, B2, C will, as before, denote simple rings with mini-

mum condition. Let C, 73 be subrings of 4 and let B be between C and A.

Then £(£, 4/C) denotes the set of all derivations of B into 4 mapping C

into (0). Instead of £(4, 4/C) we shall write DiA/C). If a£4 then the map

d„ defined by daix) =ax — xa, for all xEA, is a derivation. da is an element of

£(4/C) if and only if aGZ(4, C).
In the sequel we shall use the following theorem:

(xi)(17) Let 4 be a Galois extension of C and 73 be between C and 4. If

dEDiB, A/C) then there exists aGZ(4, C) such that da\B = d. In particular

every derivation dG£(4/C) is inner.

Let C, Bh B2 be subrings of 4 and let £i, B2 be between C and 4. If

diEDiBi, A/C), for i = l, 2, then an element dG£(4/C) is called an exten-

sion of the pair (di, d2) if d\ £, = d,-, for » = 1, 2. The pair (di, d2) is called com-

patible if di| £ir\732=d2| 73ir>732.

Lemma 8. Let A be a Galois extension of C and let Bi, B2 be between C and A.

Then the following three conditions are equivalent :

(a) every compatible pair (di, d2), where d¿G£(73¿, A/C), for i=l, 2 has

an extension dG£(4/C).

(b) D(A/Bif\B2)=DiA/Bi)+D(A/B2).
(c) Z(4,73ir\732)=Z(4,73i)+Z(4,£2).

Proof. (a)=í>(b). Let dEDiA/BiC\B2). It follows from (a) that there exists

a derivation di££(4/C) such that di|£2 = d|£2 and di[£i is the zero deriva-

tion of Bi. Now d = di + id-di), d-dxEDiA/B2) and di<EDiA/Bi). Thus

dG£(4/£i)+£(4/732).
(b)=>(c). Let cEZiA,Bir\B2). Then dcG£(4/£in£2). Hence dc can be

represented in the form d'+d" where d'££(4/73i) and d"G£(4/£2). It

follows from (xi) that d' and d" are inner. Hence there exist elements a and b

such that dc = da-f-d4, da = d'G£(4/£i) and d6 = d"G£(4/£2). Therefore
aGZ(4, £i), bEZiA, 732) and c = a + b+z where zGZ(4). Thus cEZiA, Bi)

+ZiA,B2).
(c)=>(a). Let us take (di, d2) as in (a). It follows from (xi) that there exists

aEZiA, C) and au a2EZiA, BiC\B2) such that d|£ir\732 = da| £iCYB2 and

dai\Bi = di — da, for i=l, 2. ai and a2 can be represented in the form ai = a{

+a[', a2=al+al', where a{, alEZiA, Bi) and ai', ai'EZiA, Bi). Let

b = a{' +a2. Then

(") (xi) is a particular case of Theorem 1, p. 151 in [12].
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db\ Bl = da», | £1 = dai \Bi = di- ida | £l),

d6 ¡ £2 = da.t | £2 = da2 \B2 = d2- ida \ B2).

Therefore db+da is an extension of (di, d2) to a derivation of 4.

Lemma 9. Let R be an arbitrary ring with 1 awd let B\, B2, C be simple sub-

rings of R satisfying the minimum condition and containing 1. If BiC\B2EC,

[£: C]<oo and R = Bi+B2 then either R = BX or R = B2.

Proof. There exists a division ring £ such that [C: £] < » , and we may

suppose that [Bx: £] = [B2: £]. Then we have [£: £] = [5X: L] + [B2: L]

-1<2[5i: £], since £ = £i+£2. On the other hand, [R: L]=[R: Bi][Bn £].

Therefore [R:Bi]<2. Hence [£:£x] = l andso£ = £i.

Theorem 4. £e2 A be a Galois extension of C and let Bu B2 be two regular

subrings of A containing C. Then the following three conditions are equivalent :

(a) every compatible pair (di, d2), where d,G£(£f, A/C), for i — 1, 2, has

an extension dG£(4/C).

(b) DiBi, A/BiC\B2) = 0 or £(£2, A/Bif\B2) = 0.
(c) ZiA, Bii\B2)=ZiA, Bi) or ZiA, BiC\B2)=ZiA, B2).

Proof. It is easy to see that (b)==*(c). By (xi), (c)=Kb). Hence it suffices

to prove that (a)=>(c) and (b)=>(a).

(a)=>(c). If every compatible pair (di, d2), where diEDiBi, A/C), for

i = l, 2, has an extension dG£(4/C) then it follows from Lemma 8 that

ZiA, Bi)+ZiA, B2) =ZiA, £/\B2). Next, Z(4, Bi) and Z(4, £2) are simple

rings with minimum condition, Z(4, £i)nZ(4, £2)CZ(4) and

[ZiA,B1r\B2):ZiA)] g [Z(A, C): Z(A)] < ».

Therefore, it follows from Lemma 9 that either Z(4, £iH£2)=Z(4, Bi) or

Z(4,£ir\B2)=Z(4,732).

(b)=>(a). Let us suppose that £(£i, A/Bii~\B2) =0 and let (di, d2) be a

pair as in (a). It follows from (xi) that there exists a derivation dED(A/Q

such that d|£2 = d2. Then (d| Bi) -diEDiBi, 4/£ifYB2). Hence (d|£i)-di
= 0, and d is an extension of the pair (di, d2).

Corollary 5. Let A, 731, £2, C be as in Theorem 4 and let ZiA) be infinite.

If every compatible pair (</>i, (pi), where 0,GG(£,-, A/C), for i=l, 2, has an ex-

tension (pEGiA/C) then every compatible pair (di, d2), where diED(Bit A/C),

for i=l, 2, has an extension dED(A/C).

The foregoing corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and

Theorem 4.

Corollary 6. Let A, Bx, B2, C be as in Corollary 5 and let Bh B2 be normal

extensions of BiC\B2. Every compatible pair (<pi, (pi), where ^>iGG(73t-, A/C), for
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i =-1, 2, has an extension <pEG(A/C) if and only if every compatible pair (di, d2),

where d,ED(Bi, A/C), for i=l, 2, has an extension dED(A/C).

The above corollary is a consequence of Corollary 5, Theorem 4, and

Theorem 2.

5. In this part we shall prove the following two theorems, where A, B, C

are simple rings with minimum condition.

Theorem 5. Let C be a regular subring of A, let B be between C and A and

suppose that Z(A) is infinite. If <p(B)—B for every cpEG(A/C)° then either

Safi(A,c)D or Z(A, C)EB.

Theorem 6. Let A be a Galois extension of C, let B be a subring between C

and A, and suppose that Z(A) is infinite. Then B is an A-normal extension of C

if and only if B is a normal extension of C and either B EA G<-Aic'> or Z(A, C)

EB.

As before, A, B, C will stand for simple rings with minimum condition.

Lemma 10. Let C be a subring of A, and let B be between C and A. Then

[Z(A, C) : Z(B) ] < oo. Moreover, if Z(A) is infinite then Z(B) is also infinite.

Proof. It follows from (iii) that [Z(A, Q: Z(A)]< <*> and [Z(A, B) : Z(B)]
^ [A:B] g [A: C] < ». On the other hand, Z(A, B) D Z(A). Hence

[Z(A, C): Z(B)]< oo. Thus the first part of the lemma is proved. Now if

Z(B) is finite then Z(A, C) is finite and so Z(A) is finite. This completes the

proof of the lemma.

Let CCP EA be successive extensions of C. Then H(A/C, B) denotes the

subgroup of G(A/C) composed of all elements Ia, where aEZ(A, B)*

•Z(B, C)*. Let G(A/C, B) denote the subgroup of GC4/C) consisting of the

elements of G(A/C) that map B onto itself. Clearly, H(A/C, B) is a normal

subgroup of G(A/C, B). *
a-

Lemma 11. Let A be a finite extension of C and let B be between C and A.

Then

[G(A/C,B):H(A/C,B)] = [G(A/B): G(A/B)<>]- [G(A/C, B) \ B: G(B/Cy].

Proof. Let {t/'i, • • • , \¡/m} be a set of representatives of the cosets of

G(.4/P)0 in G(A/B) and let {fa, ■ • ■ , fa} be a subset of G(A/C) such that
{0i|P, • • • , 0n|P} is a set of representatives of the cosets of G(B/C)'' in

G(A/C, B) | B. (It follows from (iii) that the sets are finite.) Let0GGG4/C, P).

Then there exists aEZ(B, C)* and an integer i, l^i^n, such that 0|P

= (0¡7a)|P. Thus <p(faIa)~1EG(A/B) and hence there exist bEZ(A, B)* and

an integer j, l^j^m, such that 0(0,7„)_1=t/'J7¡,. Therefore <p=\pjltfpila

=tjfah-\b)Ia. But 0<"1(P)=P and so <PJX(Z(A, B)*)=Z(A, B)*. Hence we
have proved that every element <¡>EG(A/C, B) can be represented in the
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form xpjfalc, where lújúm, lgi£n and cEZ(A, B)*-Z(B, C)*. Thus

G(A/C, B)=\Ji,j4'}<PiH(A/C, B). But it is easy to see that ^0,^ and ^,-,0,-,

belong to the same coset of H(A/C, B) in G(A/C, B) il and only iljx=j2 and

ix = i2. Hence

[G(A/C, B):H(A/C, 73)] = m-n = [G(A/B):G(A/B)0][G(A/C, B)B:G(B/C)°].

Lemma 12. Let R be a ring with the identity I, let F be an infinite subfield of

R containing 1 and suppose that [R: F] < oo. Let P be a subring between F and

R. If [P*:P*]<oo thenR = P.

Proof. We shall consider R and P as left F-vector spaces. Let us suppose

that [R* : P* ] < oo. Then there exists a finite subset {a,} ,_i,... ,„ of R* such

that R* = U?.. P*ai. Therefore (R*)~ = U?=1 (P*)-o<. But it follows from

Lemma 2 that (R*)~ = R and (P*)~ = P. Hence P = Ur=i Pa, and so R = Pa¿

for some j, l^j^n. Therefore P = Raf1 = R and the proof of the lemma is

finished.

Remarks. The following generalization of the lemma is still true:

Let R be a ring with the identity 1, let F be an infinite subfield of R con-

taining 1 and suppose that [P: F] < oo. Let P be a subring of R. If [P*: P*]

< oo then R=-P.

On the other hand the lemma does not remain true if we omit the assump-

tion [P: p] < oo , even in the case where R is a commutative ring.

One can also prove the following theorem :

Let P be an infinite simple ring with minimum condition and let P be a

subring of P. If [R*:P*] < °o then R = P.

Proof of Theorem 5. Let us suppose that B is carried into itself by every in-

ner automorphism belonging to G(A/C). Then Z(A, B) and Z(B, C) are carried

into themselves by every inner automorphism of Z(A, C). Moreover, G(A/C)°

EG(A/C, B) and hence it follows from Lemma 12 that H(A/C, B) is of finite

index in G(A/C)\ Therefore [Z(A, C)*: Z(A, B)*-Z(B, C)*]< °o. Further-

more Z(A,B)DZ(B) and Z(B, C)Z)Z(B) and it follows from Lemma 11 that

[Z(A, C):Z(B)]< oo and that Z(B) is infinite. Now, Z(A, B) and Z(B, C)

are semisimple rings with minimum condition. Indeed, [Z(A, B) : Z(B) ] < =o

and [Z(B, C): Z(B)]< oo and hence Z(A, B), Z(B, C) satisfy the minimum

condition. Moreover, if R is the radical of Z(A, B) then aRa_1ER lor every

aEZ(A, C)* (since aZ(A, B)a~lEZ(A, B) for every aEZ(A, C)*). Hence

Z(A, C)RERZ(A, C) because every element from Z(A, C) can be represented

as a sum of units. Therefore Z(A, C)RZ(A, C) is nilpotent and hence 0. Thus

P = 0. Similarly, the radical of Z(B, C) is trivial. Now, if aEZ(A, B),

bEZ(B, C) then ab = ba and it follows from Lemma 12 that (Z(A, P), Z(B, C))

= Z(A, C). Therefore Z(B)EZ(Z(A, Q), Z(Z(A, B))EZ(Z(A, Q) and
Z(Z(B, C))EZ(Z(A, C)). But Z(Z(A, Q) is a field. Hence Z(A, B) and
Z(B, C) are simple rings with minimum condition. Therefore it follows from

Lemma 4 that either Z(A, C)=Z(A, B) are Z(A, C) = Z(B, C). If Z(A, Q
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= ZiA,B) then BEAa^A^°. If Z(4, C)=ZiB, C) then Z(4, C)C£. There-
fore the theorem is proved (I8).

Corollary 7. Let Cbea regular subring of A, let B be between C and A and

suppose that ZiA) is infinite. If B is carried into itself by every inner automor-

phism belonging to GiA/C) then B is a regular subring of A.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 5 that if£ is carried into itself by every

inner automorphism belonging to GiA/C) then either £G4G(A/C)° or

Z(4, C)EB. Suppose that BEAa^'c^. Then Z(4, C)=Z(4, B). Therefore
ZiA, 73) is a simple ring. Moreover [4 : 73 ] Sj [4 : C] < ». Hence £ is a regular

subring of 4. Now, let us suppose that Z(4, C)EB. Then Z(4, £)=Z(£).

Therefore Z(4, B) is a field. But, as before, [4 : B] á [4 : C] < ». Hence 73

is a regular subring of 4. This completes the proof of the corollary.

Proof of Theorem 6. If £ is a 4-normal extension of C then £ is a normal

extension of Cand, by Theorem 5, either BEAG<-AIC)<' or Z(4, C)C£.

Let £ be a normal extension of C and BEAGUIC)". Then £ is a regular

subring of 4, since Z(4, B) =ZiA, C). Hence, it follows from Lemma 5, that

B is an 4-normal extension of C.

Now, let Z(4, C)C£. Then 77(4/C, £) = G(4/C)° and, by Lemma 11,

[GiA/C, B) : G(4/C)°] = [G(4/£) : GiA/B)<>] [GiA/C, B) \ B: G(£/C)°].
On the other hand £ is a Galois extension of C because Z(4, C) = Z(£, C),

[G(£/C) : GiB/Cy] g [£: C] < » and £ is a normal extension of C. Next £

is a regular subring of 4 since Z(4, B) = Z(£). Hence G(4/C, B) \ B = G(£, Q

and

[A:C] [4:£][73:C]
[G(,l/C):G(yl/C)0] =

[Z(4,C):Z(4)]      [ZiA, C): ZiA)]

^ [GjA/B):GiA/By][ZjA, £):Z(4)][G(£/C):G(£/C)°][Z(£, C):ZjB)]

[Z(4,C):Z(4)]

[ZiB):ZiA)][ZiA,C):ZiB)]r
= "   C)-ZU)1       tG(A/By-G(A/B)»][GiB/C):GiB/Cy]

= [GiA/B):GiA/By][GiB/C):GiB/Cy\.

Therefore G(4/C) =G(4/C, £). Hence £ is an 4-normal extension of C.

The proof is complete.

Corollary 8. Let A be a Galois extension of C, let GiA/C) =GiA/C)° and

suppose that ZiA) is infinite. If B is an A-normal extension of C then either

B=A or B = C.

The above corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.

(I8) One can get a somewhat shorter proof of the theorem applying Theorem 1, p. 121 in

[6] (Cf. Theorem 3, p. 863 in [2]) or Satz 3, p. 186 in [13] (Cf. also Theorem 3, p. 191 in [lO]).
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